Colour and light
perception in children
and adults

by Ethan Humphrey
1L
Carlingford public school.

Background information
In February 2015 a picture of a dress went viral on the internet because some people saw it as blue
and black while others saw it as white and gold, and some even saw it as other colours. This was a
good opportunity for people to learn about colour perception and many scientists helped explain
why people saw it differently.
Adam Rogers from Wired Magazine interviewed some neuroscientists (people who study the brain),
and they said that our brains try to take away the colour of the light shining on objects to decide the
“real” colour of the object. The scientists suggested that people who see white and gold are
probably more likely to think that the blue in the dress is caused by the colour of the light and not
the colour of the dress.
In July some scientific papers on the dress were published in the science journal “Current Biology”
One of these papers was written by Bevil Conway and Rosa Lafer-Sousa and Katherine Hermann.
They did a survey of about 1000 people and found that most people saw the dress as blue and black,
but that the older a person was, the more likely they were to see it as white and gold. Some of their
data is shown below.

They suggested two possible explanations for the result. One possibility is that older people are
more likely to spend more time in daylight, which is bluer than artificial light, and so more likely to
assume that it is the light, not the dress, that is blue. The other explanation they proposed was that
different people might be influenced
differently by other objects or colours in
the background of the photo as their brain
tries to guess the “real” colour.
I thought a project on colour perception
would be good to do as I found it
interesting and, from the reaction of
people on the internet and students at my
school, so do most people. I also thought
it would be fun to test students at school.
Since I started my project I have also
researched how the eye works and how
our brain is able to flip the “upside down”
image our eye sees “right way up”
without us noticing, and presented the
information to my class at school.

Aims:
To check whether there was a link between age and gender and the colour people see the dress to be
in adults as well as in a younger age group that has not previously been tested by scientists.
To investigate whether there was any link between what colour children saw the dress to be and the
colour they saw when they looked at white and coloured lego under coloured lights.
My Hypothesises/Predictions:
• That most children will see the dress as blue and black.
• That gender wouldn't matter
• That people who see the dress as white and gold are more likely to see white lego as white
when a coloured light is shining on it as their brain is more likely to “take away” the colour
of the light.
Equipment and Materials:
• White, yellow, green and blue lego pieces. Lego colours were chosen so that other people
could repeat the experiment with exactly the same colours.
• Cardboard boxes
• Black paint
• red, blue and green LED lights
• a laptop to display the picture of the dress
• Survey forms (see appendix)
Method:
Before the survey:
• The boxes were painted black inside and a “peep” hole cut in one side
• The LED lights were placed in the box below the peep hole so the light was not directly
visible.
• Two lego pieces, one coloured a similar colour to the light in the box and one white, were

•

attached to the opposite side to the peep hole so
that the light shone on them, as shown in the
photos above. The side we put the white piece on
was chosen randomly for each box.
We then sealed up the boxes so that no other
light could get in.

On the day of the survey at school:
• We set up the boxes, labelled 1 to 3, in the before/after school care room, along with Mum's
laptop which showed the picture of the dress from the internet.
• Some of the school prefects helped us to get 5 students from each class at a time.
• The students filled in their age and gender and then looked at the dress and answered the
question “This is a ____________ and ____________ dress” which was exactly the same
question that the scientists asked in their paper.
• The students were then asked to look in each box through the peep-hole and answer the
question: “What colour light is in the box?” and then to choose the colour of the left lego
piece and right lego piece from a board of lego pieces of different colours as shown below:

•

We also asked some teachers and some of Mum and Dad's friends what colour they saw the
dress to be to get some data for adults.

Results:
Testing the hypothesis about gender
We made a table showing how many males and females picked each colour. We found that the
differences between the number of males and females who picked each colour was very small, so
the data supports my hypothesis that gender shouldn't matter.

Testing the hypothesis that most children will see blue and black
We made a bar graph of how many children saw the dress as each of our colour categories as shown
below

The data show that most children (more than half) saw the dress as blue and black. This supports
my hypothesis that most children will see blue and black. We did a separate graph for adults which
shows that a higher percentage of adults see white and gold.

Our data fits well with the scientists' data – we graphed our results (shown with green circles) on
the scientists' graph showing how the percentage of white-gold responses seems to be linked to age.

In the scientists' graph the size of the dot represents the number of participants of that age – the
smallest dot size is one person. We tried to draw our dots a similar size. We had lots of data for the
children (ages 4-12) so we drew a big dot centred on age 10, and smaller dots for the adult data,
where we had only a few participants in each age range.
Our data for children follows the trend they observed that younger people are less likely to see the
dress as white and gold.
Testing the hypothesis about whether people who see white and gold are more likely to see white
lego as white in blue light
Mum and I made a tally sheet to record whether participants in each colour category selected white
as the colour of the lego or whether they selected a colour close to the colour of the light as we
decided this was the best way to test if children were “taking away the colour of the light”.
The percentage of children in each category who chose “white” as the colour of the lego in the box
is shown in a bar graph below.

Children who chose white and gold or brown and blue were more than twice as likely to think the
lego was white compared to children who selected other dress colours. This supports my hypothesis
that people selecting “white and gold” are more likely to “remove the light” than those selecting
blue and black, but there is also the surprising result that children who select blue and brown also
“remove the light” just as much.

Explanation of results
Scientists had hypothesised that younger people are more likely to see the dress as blue and black
because they spent more time staying up late under artificial light and less time in daylight, but the
scientists only tested adults.
We tested children, who usually go to bed early and also spend a lot of time in daylight during
recess and lunch and after school. We found that children were even more likely than young adults
to see the dress as blue and black, so it doesn't seem like the explanation proposed by the scientists,
related to the time people spend in the sun, is the best explanation for our data. This could be tested
more carefully though by separately surveying people who spend all day outside such as builders or
farmers and comparing their answers to people such as office workers who spend all day inside.
Instead, it seems like the difference in how people see the dress could be linked to age, as this fits
the data the scientists took as well as our data. One possibility is that when we are young our
brain is not very good at removing the colour of the light from objects, but gradually learns to
do this. This might explain why most children who said the dress was blue and black were also
most likely to say that the lego was coloured even though they knew there was a coloured light
shining on it.
It is difficult to explain the surprising result that children seeing blue and brown were just as likely
to “remove the colour of the light” from the lego in the box as children who saw white and gold.
The scientists showed in their paper that people seeing blue and brown were seeing colours “inbetween” what people who saw blue and black and white and gold saw, so perhaps this explains
why we saw a result for these children that fitted between what we saw or white and gold and blue
and black.
Conclusions
Most children (greater than 50%) see the dress as blue and black. About 15% see white and gold
and about the same percentage see it as blue and brown. A small percentage see blue and green or
other colours. We can say that children are much more likely than adults to see the dress as blue and
black compared to white and gold.
Children who see the dress as white and gold or as blue and brown are twice as likely to see lego as
white rather than coloured when it is illuminated by coloured light compared to children who see
the dress as blue and black.
Usefulness to society
Many people are interested in the fact that different people see the dress different colours. We
noticed during the survey that students were discussing amongst themselves what colour they
thought the dress was. It is useful to study this as it helps people understand that other people see
things differently and it also helps us understand how our brain affects what we see. Studying
children as well as adults was useful as it allowed us to check scientists' ideas about what causes
different people to make different judgements about light and colour.
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Appendix (Informed consent form & the survey form used)

Survey form
My Age:

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
15-19

20-29

30-39 40-49

50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89

My Gender:

☐

☐

Male

Female

Please look at the picture and fill in a colour in the two blank spaces below:
“This is a ____________________ and ____________________ dress”

I have seen a picture of this dress previously:

☐
Yes

☐
No

Please look in each box and tell us what colour the light is and what
colour you think the left and right lego pieces are

Box 1
What colour is the light in the box?______________________________
Colour of left lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Colour of right lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Box 2
What colour is the light in the box?______________________________
Colour of left lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Colour of right lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Box 3
What colour is the light in the box?______________________________
Colour of left lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Colour of right lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
FOR YOUNG SCIENTIST RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
Purpose of my research:
I am conducting a scientific investigation as part of the STANSW Young Scientist Awards. For my
project, I am investigating the relationship between people's colour perception and their age and
gender.
If you participate, you will be asked to:
State what colours you see in an image of a dress and what colour lego you see when you look in
a box with a coloured light.
Time required for participation:
3 to 5min
Risks involved:
None identified.
How confidentiality will be maintained:
No names will be recorded.
Statement from School Scientific Investigation Coordinator:
The Ethics Committee of Carlingford Public School has reviewed the risks involved in this activity
and has deemed them as minimal.

Consent:
By signing this form I am attesting that I have read and understand the information above and I
freely give my consent to participate or permission for my child to participate in this activity.
Participant:

Signed …………………………………….

Date ……………….

Parent/ Guardian:
(if participant is under 18)

Signed …………………………………….

Date ……………….

